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USING A LEARNING MODEL TO INTEGRATE STUDY SKILLS

INTO A PEER - TUTORING PROGRAM

A responsibility-of the pear-tutor is to offer

instructional services to the individual college student

with an academic problem. Typically, service is provided

in the form of tutorial sesPions focusing specifically on

the student's immediate needs. Although the tutorial

function of peer-tutoring is a necessity and often a priority,

the goal of our peer-tutoring is to equip the student with

the necessary tools to becoma an independent learner and

trouble-shooter and ultimately dissolve his/her dependency

on tutorial instruction. Our peer-tutors, therefore, are

more than tutors. They provide another form of academic

assistance that may drove the student's chances for long

range achievement--study skills.

When a peer-tutor comes in contact with a student,

it is generally easy to identify the immediate problem. The

student claims he/she is failing a history class, or is

unable to write a term paper, or cannot understand algebra.

What is not easy to detect, however, is the student is

having the problem. Although it is often much more difficult

to determine the answer to this question; it may often be a

key factor in eliminating the need for tutorial assistance.

In order for the peer-tutor to more effectively

detect the cause of a learning problem, it is necessary that

he/she have a basic understanding of'the learning process.
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One way to foster this understanding is through a model. A

paradigm we have developed for training peer-tutors to com-

prehend the rudiments of learning theory, is the Integrated

Learning Model (IL)!). This model is based on a computer

model of information-processing. Certain theorists (Hunt,

1962; Simon & Feigenbaum, 1964) have formalized an elaborate

computer analogy for human information processing (HIP)

which postulates thought patterns during learning.. In

reviewing these HIP models we were attracted by their

simplicity, logic and face validity, all useful for promoting

retention and application. In the development of the ILM

we borrowed the main phases of these HIP models, then

grouped learning elements around each (See Figure 1). It

is important here to note that our model is only similar in

design to and not repiesentational of the models developed

by HIP theorists.

.41MINIMINIM

Insert Figure about here

The ILM consists of five phases: Preparation,

Input, Processing, Storage and Output. The first phase in

the learning process, Preparation, includes those learning

elements that are prerequisite to the actual input of

information. In general it concerns itself with the unique-

ness of the individual who has certain needs that must be

met before the higher level skills of gaining information

can be utilized. The second ihase,.Input, affects the
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quality of reading and studying. How well a person inputs

Is to a high degree dependent upon how well prepared that

person is to learn. Processing, the third phase, includes

taking into consideration the depth to which the student

wants or needs to comprehend the material to be learned.

It involves effectively organizing the learning material,

understanding the different reading requirements of

specific subject areas, applying techniques that can be

used to help one become actively involved in learning,

and also increasing one's.ability to read efficiently.

The next phase, Storawk, involves remembering this informa-

tion that has been processed. It deals with techniques

for improving memory and retention. The last phase, Output,

deals with the skills necessary for demonstrating that

learning has taken place.

The purpose , this model is to help the peer-

tutor discover in what phase the learning process is break-

ing down. To illustrate how the model can be used for this

purpose, let us consider this example. Suppose a student

seeks help from a peer-tutor because he/she is failing history.

The student's complaint may be based entirely on failing

test grades. It is likely that test failure is symptomatic

of a more basic problem. After diagnostic questioning, the

peer-tutor might find that the student appears strong in all

phases of the learning process but Output. Perhaps inordinate

test-anxiety or lftek of test-wiseness skills is contributing
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to the student's poor test performance. On the other hand,

the peer-tutor may find that the student's failure is tied

to problems he/she is having with a host of learning elements

at every other phase of the learning process: studying in

a noisy, busy environment, taking poor lecture notes,

possessing limited vocabulary, reading textbooks without a

study method, and cramming for'tests. The.tutor's sensitiv

ity to the integrated nature of learning can translate into

treatments that are more effective than tutorial patchwork.

Endowed with an arsenal of good study skills, our student

may go on to improve in and pass not only history but all

of his/her courses.

Training Tutors to Use the Model

In order to show our peer-tutors how to use the

ILK, we conduct an initial formal training session of about

45 minutes in length in which peer-tutors are asked to name

all of the activities they can think of related to the learn-

ing process. Emphasis is placed on observable activities

they, or people they know engage in which aid learning.

Once this list is written on the board--and often supple-

mented by ideas from the trainer--the activities are grouped

according to the five main phases of the ILM. Discussion

ensues which serves to bring out the integrated nature of

learning as represented in the model.

In subsequent training sessions peer - tutors are

given sample case notes of students which include diagnostic

information of their strengths and weaknesses. The tutor's
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task is to determine the possible contributing factors to,

problem areas. One case often used in this, exercise centers

around a student who is skillful in the learning elements

of,the first three phases of th. 1124 but for whom learning

is breaking down in the Storage and Output phases. With

help from the trains;. peer-tutors inevitably discover that

although-this sample student is highly knowledgeable of

good time management techniques, she is unable to apply

this knowledge when it comes to preparing for examinations,

which in turn results in poor test performance. The goal

of these exercises is to lead the peer -tutor to see that

although each phase of the model is to be viewed on a con-

tinuum (with the preceding phase promoting the following

phase), mastery of the previous phase does not guarantee

success in the later phases but typically, and logically,

contribute to their success. In this way, it can be seen

how the different phases of the model are integrated but

at the same time are independent of each other.

Two subsequent 45-minute training sessions are

spent on developing the peer-tutor's interviewing strategies.

The interview is an essential tool that the peer-tutor uses

for determining in what phase learning is breaking down for

a given individual. One way for the peer-tutor to uncover

this information is by asking the student key diagnostic

questions based on the learning el is of the ILM. The

answers to the questions indicate where the primary problem

might be located. The peer-tutor is then able to focus
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instruction on the deficiency phase(s).

In the first session, the training involves having

the peer-tutors brainstzrm all the possible questions that

could be asked of a student relative to the learning elements

of the run. Below are some key questions our peer-tutors

incorporated into their interviews as a result of this train-

ing to help locate the student's primary problem. It should

be recognized that the list is not exhaustive but serves as

an example of the kinds of questions that could be asked

relative to each learning phase.

Preparation

1. Are you getting enough sleep?
2. Do you have good eating habits?
3. Do you get enough physical exorcise?
4. Do you have any physical impairments (poor vision,

hearing, etc.)?
5. Do you know how you learn best (learning style)?
6. What kind of study environment do you have?
7. Do you find that you do not have enough time to

complete assignments?

Input

1. Do you determine your purpose before reading?
2. Do you come across words that you do not understand

or cannot pronounce?
3. Do you have a difficult time understanding graphs

or charts?
4. Do you have difficulty with reference materials in

the library?
5. Does your mind tend to wander while listening to a

lecture?
6. What kind of notetaking system do you have?

Processing

1. Can you detect main points in a lecture and main ideas
in textbook reading?

2. Can you put things into your own words after reading
or after hearing a lecture?

3. Do you use a study reading tethnique MEP, SQ3R) when
reading textbooks?

4. Do you adjust your reading style to match your purpose?

8
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Storams,

1. Do you review regularly rather than just before tests ?.
2. Do you have trouble remembering important dates, names,

or concepts?
3. Do you have a system for Preparing for exams?
4. Do you use mnemonics and other memory devisee When

appropriate?

Output,
1.4

1. Are you familiar with basic test-wiseness clues?
2. Do you get extremely nervous and tense during exams?
3. Do you make a point beforehand of finding out what

type of exam you will be taking?
4. Do you pace yourself when taking an exam ?.
5. Do you have trouble with written expression?

0

The second training session on interviewing

techniques is concentrated on helping the peer-tutor to

ask appropriate "open-ended" questions. The above questions

are basically closed-ended and, therefore, Testrict the

amount of quality of information to be obtained from a

student. Peer-tutors should be shown how to convert them

to open-ended queries. For example, the question "Are you

getting enough sleep?" could be restated as "Tell me about

your sleeping habits." Or "What kind of notetaking system

do you have?" could become "How doyou take notes?" In

this way, as much information as possible about the student

is gained in the diagnostic interview.

Simulations of prototypical peer-tutoring inter-

views are provided with the pre-planned student problems.

Peer-tutors are given the opportunity to be both interviewer

and interviewee.

,Follow-up staffing sessions take place in which



actual clients are discussed and suggestions given for inter-

ventions which further operationalize the model.

Finally, to help our peer-tutors appreciate more

fully. how the ZUM can be usod with students, we require them

to become thoroughly familiar with the application of the

model in their own reading and study.

We have found that the ILK is inherently viable

for the type of training described above. This model is

especially useful because of,its inherent simplicity and

because many of our tutors are already familiar with the

linear computer paradigm through their previous course

work or experience with microcomputers. The ILM delineates .

the process of learning in an observable manner. This helps

the peer-tutor define more clearly his/her own limitations

and range of expertise thereby avoiding, to some extent, the

peer-tutor dealing with issues he/she is not capable of

handling and allowing these more complex problems to be

dealt with by professionals.

the of the: weaknesses of the model lies in its

simplicity. Some of our peer tutors in practice tend to

think that the model is all inclusive of everything there

is to know about learning. Therefore, it is important to

reinforce the idea that learning is more complex. Even if

the model is valid for a student's ptidblems,, the interaction

between various aipecte of it are complex and sometimes

a
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difficult, if not impossible, for the non-professional to

discern. For example, it is not unusual for some of our

peer-tutors to assume that they have uncovered the reason

for a student's failure to learn when they find out a student

may not be very good at taking notes yet totelly miss the

fact that the student is a.'very poor reader or is failing

because of emotional problems. The model is deceptive in

its simplicity and peer-tutors are often reminded of this.

In monthly reviews of our peer- tutors' own student

case, notes, we have found that although tutoring sessions
0

last longer, they become More interactive and it appears

that more learning does take place. We have noted that

befori utilizing this model peer-tutor sessions usually

lasted one or two'times. Since we Vegan utilizing this

node/ sessions average apOroxiiately four 30 to 50 minute

sessions. In our discussion'with the tutors our subjective

experiences are that the tutors and clients are able.to see

a problem far more wholistically. For example, the client

and tutor come to recognize that there is more to success

in algebra than how to do a particular problem. Rather,

success in a course requires the application of good reading

and study skills'.

With the ILK as a guide and the ability to ask

appropri,ate questions, the peer-tutor is able to look beyond

the symptom and address the student's primary problem. This

approach, has-proven helpful to students because it provides

them with skills for salving their ova problems outside of

11
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the tutorial environment. Although we cannot provide

empiricial evidence at this time, it appears from our

subjective analysis that as proper instruction is given,

the student becomes less dependent on the peer-tutor and

more dependent on his/her own ability to Learn. We say

this because of tile nature df the changed tutorial.

environment. It has moved from one of explanation of7

"how to", solve a problem,_or "this is what the concept

is" to, how to uncover the solution by oneself. This

we feel has been one of the more significant developments

since we started using the model,

4
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